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answering machine, and as soon as he hung-up, the computerized system would pick
up the phone and dial a preset number of his current location and then play the
message. This would eliminate the need for him to keep calling his answering
machine to check for new messages, a feature many answering machines have. Any
feature imaginable could be programmed in, as long as the computer is given the
correct information about its environment through sensors, and is given the
ability to carry out its programming, through electronic and electro-mechanical
devices. Even an alarm system that automatically calls the police could be
programmed in, with only the need to add a few sensors on each door or window. So
this system is much more versatile than the standard PBX.
Many people do not have the time, desire, or knowledge to build their own
home telephone network, but money, however, is definitely not a problem. A system
like this could be set up for around $100, the price of just an answering machine
alone. Just the fact that something like this is possible for such a low cost is
an indication of things to come. Microprocessor-controlled answering and
voice-mail machines already have many of these features, and it would be fair to
assume that in the future, they will incorporate miniature PBX machines inside
their tiny plastic cases. But the versatility and ability to customize the
home-built machine I have described above will never be matched, simply because of
the complexity of the equipment and the knowledge the operator must know in order
to use the equipment. However, business systems are a different story.
In the November 26, 1990 issue of Telephony, Adam Rehin wrote in an article
called "Calling on CSTAs" that "to accommodate users that want to improve the
effectiveness and control of their operations, manufacturers have responded with
computer-supported telephony applications (CSTAs) that provide functional
integration of computers and telephony.
At the heart of CSTA is a link between a telephone switch--typically a
PBX--and a computer that allows commands and status information to be passed
between them . . . . The focus to date has been on enhancing computer applications
by providing commands for controlling and monitoring telephone calls.
One example is an application that can monitor an extension to determine its
status. When the phone rings, the system can answer the call, transfer it to
another extension, set up a conference call and finally hang up--all without human
intervention . . . . A voice device can do initial caller screening, for example,
if the caller has a phone with dual-tone multifrequency (DTMF) that can interact
with the device" (26-7).
My poor man's system can do all that.
Geoff Tyler wrote in an article called "PBX-Plus" in the February 1991 issue
of Management Services, "Good systems will also give statistics on how well the
call handling function is performing with figures and graphs which show the
position in real time . . . . Electronic directories for telephone operators are
another example of once stand-alone systems coming on board the PBX. Operators
now have on-screen name directory and single key-press connection therefrom on
even quite modest PBXs" (36).
My poor man's system can do all that, too.
Actual business systems that are in use today have many of the same features
in my poor man's system, they are just more expensive. The article "Call
Processor Steps Up Claims Handling" from the December 1988 issue of TPT/Networking
Management talks about a new Dytel AAX (Automated Attendant eXchange) call
processing system and states that "the new system is custom-designed to answer
each incoming call to MP&L's [Metropolitan Property & Liability Insurance Co.]
claim center, and then prompt callers using Touchtone equipment to enter a '1' or
a '2' to indicate a new or existing claim . . . . Callers with existing claims are
asked to enter a three-digit code that they are given upon initially making their
claim to MP&L. The code automatically identifies their geographic region and
connects them to the appropriate claims agent" (50).
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Similarly, in "Hybrid Adjunct/Applications Processors: Integrating Voice
and Data in Public and Private Networks" by Tom Watson in the June 1991 article
from Telecommunications, he writes, "In Europe, a bank in Belgium is employing a
large-scale Unisys processor to handle sophisticated tele-banking applications.
The bank's system enables customers to not only access information about their
accounts, but to actually conduction transactions through touchtone commands to
the bank's central mainframe" (22).
And yes, my little Commodore 64 can do the same things as their "large-scale
Unisys processor". It's just on a smaller scale.
In the December 1991 issue of Lodging Hospitality, Grace Wagner writes,
"Cost-saving and guest-pleasing improvements come in all shapes and sizes. It may
be as simple as rethinking some of your operational procedures or updating your
PBX with the latest software . . . . Other software options include flexible
room/suite designations, allowing multiple rooms and lines to share wakeup calls
and voice messaging services; multiple automatic wakeup calls, where each occupant
of the same guestroom can receive his/her own wakeup call; and flexible credit
limits and restrictions on phone charges, which hotels can establish based on an
individual guest's cash deposit or credit card limit" (108).
It's all in the software. That is where the true power of such systems and
my poor man's system lie. You give the computer the means, and then it's all up
to what you tell it to do.
The economic implications for such devices are good for the businessman
since he saves money.
"MP&L's management had worried that customers might have a negative
impression of the automated telecom system. The results of a customer survey
indicated, however, that there was no dissatisfaction with automated call handling
and routing. In fact, comments in response to a survey of over 200 policyholders
who used the system in the Cleveland facility indicate that clients appreciate the
improved, quickened response" (TPT/Networking Management 51).
The outlook is good for such a system in the business and in the home--there
is definitely a need for it. But as for myself, I have never actually built the
phone network, just designed one. It's still in the theoretical and prototyping
stages and will probably remain that way until I get some more money, for I am a
starving, deprived, poor man of my own.
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